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It is difficult to manually build a digital management system for archive information. This 

paper explores the application of image processing and identification technology for digital 

archive information management, trying to provide convenient and swift services to archive 

mangers and archive information requestors, and to strengthen the standardized management 

of archive information. Firstly, the authors summarized the difficulties in digitalizing paper 

archives, and explained how to correct the tilt of digital archives. Next, the adaptive 

histogram equalization was improved to realize high-quality digitalization of archive 

images. In addition, the image processing flow was explained for the digitalization of 

archive images, and the horizontal projection histogram was adopted to quickly extract and 

detect the archive image texts being digitalized. The proposed image processing approach 

was proved effective through experiments. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The digitalization of the archive information management 

system aims to summarize, process, and analyze various 

archive information resources. The workload of the 

digitalization process is too huge to be completed manually [1-

6]. The overall goal of the system digitalization is to build a 

broad computer network that applies to management 

department at all levels, forming a complete transmission 

channel for the information about paper archives and digital 

archives [7-17]. On this basis, it is necessary to develop the 

application system software for digital archive management at 

multiple levels, and construct a largescale digital archive 

database, in order to realize computerized, networked queries, 

calls, and utilization of archives [18-23]. The ultimate goal is 

to provide convenient and swift services to archive mangers 

and archive information requestors, and to strengthen the 

standardized management of archive information. 

The existing intelligent identification methods are generally 

slow in identification, owing to the fuzziness of digital 

archives. Based on image recognition technology, Zeng et al. 

[24] designed an intelligent identification method for digital

archives. The image recognition technology was adopted to set

up a single identification layer for power supplies, and look for

the port mapping table. Then, an intelligent identification

model was established, drawing on the attributes of the linear

summation function. Soh et al. [25] put forward an intelligent

image analysis strategy for automatic detection of poems in

digital archives of newspapers, and integrates computer vision

into the application “Image Analysis for Archival Discovery

(Aida)”. The visual cues were captured according to the visual

structure of poems. Then, an artificial neural network was

trained through machine learning, and used to determine

whether an image contains poem texts. Erickson et al. [26]

illustrated the image archiving problem, and attempted to

define the outcome of corporate digital image archiving 

requirements. The determined problems include the cost and 

complex interfaces of multiple archives, the difference 

between data processing strategies, the resulting variation in 

data completeness, and the variation in non-image data. 

Merzlyakov et al. [27] developed a strategy to convert the 

traditional archives into digital archives. The strategy applies 

to large archives, which include documents containing basic 

graphs, and turns the documents into images. A detailed 

discussion was held on the digitalization, storage, and display 

techniques for multi-resolution images. The main structural 

components of digital archives are the relational database and 

the image library. The two components are physically 

separated, but logically intertwined. These components form a 

three-layer distributed architecture, including primary 

archives, regional replicas, and various auxiliary archives. 

To sum up, the domestic research on digital archive 

information management is still in the primary stage. Most 

scholars have only scanned paper archives, and manually 

numbered the documents, failing to further process the 

scanned images. In the era of digitalization, the simple 

processing of archive images may face several problems: the 

slow processing speed, and the poor continuity of strokes. 

Therefore, this paper explores the application of image 

processing and identification technology for digital archive 

information management. The main contents are as follows: 

(1) Displaying the difficulties in digitalizing paper archives,

and providing a tilt correction approach for digital archives; (2)

Improving the adaptive histogram equalization, and

effectively enhancing the digitalization quality of archive

images; (3) Explaining the image processing flow for the

digitalization of archive images, and adopting the horizontal

projection histogram to quickly extract and detect the archive

image texts being digitalized. The proposed image processing

approach was proved effective through experiments.
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2. TILT CORRECTION 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow of paper archive digitalization 

 

Digitalization of paper archives aims to transform paper 

archives into digital archives with texts and images as the basic 

units, and back up paper archives for long-term storage. Figure 

1 shows the flow of paper archive digitalization. It can be seen 

that the main links of paper archive digitalization generally 

include sorting out paper archives, scanning paper archives, 

digitalizing paper archives, ranking and indexing paper 

archives, initial quality check of paper archives, and second 

quality check of paper archives, etc. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Difficulties in paper archive digitalization 

Figure 2 displays the difficulties in paper archive 

digitalization, such as complex image structure, uneven 

illumination, changing tilt angles, low resolution, and fuzzy 

local details. The image tilt is a common problem in digital 

archives, owing to the manual operations and variation in 

processing devices during the digitalization of paper archives. 

Therefore, the first step of paper archive digitalization is tilt 

correction. 

The original tilt archive image g(a,b) is filtered by a 

Gaussian filter with the variance of p=φ2: 

 

( ) ( ), , ,
ll pv a b p g a b H=  (1) 

 

where, ° is the convolutional operation; 
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Let v(a,b,pl) be the processed archive image, where 

l=1,2,...,m correspond to the m scales pl of the archive image. 

If the row structure information is ideal, the archive image 

can be obtained by controlling the image scale pl. The greater 

the pl value, the fuzzier the archive image v(a,b,pl). The pl is 

optimal, when the row structure information is ideal. 

The gradient vector of archive image g(a,b) is denoted by 

(ga,gb)T=(∂g/∂a,∂g/∂b)T, which characterizes the row structure 
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and direction information of the image. If a pixel in the archive 

image has an ideal row structure, the gradient vector direction 

of the pixel must be consistent in its neighborhood. Let 

H(a,b,σ2) be a Gaussian function with the variance of σ2. Then, 

the row structure analysis tensor in the neighborhood of the 

pixel can be defined by gradient functions ga and gb: 
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In the Gaussian function, the σ value determines the size of 

pixel neighborhood. Let μ1 and μ2 be the eigenvalues of the 

row structure analysis tensor. If μ1 is far greater than μ2, the 

direction distributions of gradient vectors are completely 

different. That is, a row structure is very possible to exist at 

pixel (a,b) of the archive image. The possibility can be 

quantified by linear likelihood R(a,b): 
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Formula (4) shows that R(a,b) falls in [0,1]. If R(a,b) 

approaches 1, it is very likely for a row structure to exist at 

pixel (a,b) and its neighborhood; If R(a,b) approaches 0, it is 

very unlikely for a row structure to exist at pixel (a,b) and its 

neighborhood. In general, the probability for a row structure 

to exist at pixel (a,b) and its neighborhood is linearly 

proportional to linear likelihood R(a,b). 

Let u1 and u2 be the eigenvectors of eigenvalues μ1 and μ2, 

respectively. If R(a,b) approaches 1, the directions of u1 and u2 

are perpendicular and parallel to the row structure direction at 

pixel (a,b), respectively. Hence, the direction of eigenvector 

u2 at pixel (a,b) is the row structure direction of the archive 

image. Let u2(a,b,1) and u2(a,b,2) be the components of 

eigenvector u2 in directions a and b, respectively. Then, the tilt 

angle of a pixel can be calculated by:  
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After defining and analyzing the row structure of the archive 

image, the proposed tilt detection algorithm for archive images 

can be summarized as follows: Firstly, the pixels g(a,b) of the 

original archive image are filtered to obtain the pixels of the 

filtered archive image h(a,b,pl), l=1, 2,…,m. Then, the row 

structure analysis tensor SRσl(a,b) of the archive image is 

calculated based on h(a,b,pl), where l=1,2,…,m, and σl=2pl
1/2. 

Next, the eigenvalues μl
1 and μl

2, eigenvectors ul
1 and ul

2, and 

row structure likelihood R(s,B;σl) of each pixel in the archive 

image are calculated, with μl
1≧μl

2, and 

Ropt(a,b)=maxl∈(1,2,...,m)R(a,B;σl). After that, a threshold e is 

defined for the row structure likelihood, and the tilt angle 

RSD(a,b) of any pixel with Ropt(a,b)>e is calculated. The 

above steps are implemented iteratively until all pixels are 

handled. Otherwise, the histogram of RSD(a,b) is calculated, 

with RSD(a,b) being the angle corresponding to the peak of 

the histogram. 

 

3. ENHANCEMENT OF DIGITAL ARCHIVES  

 

During the digitalization, the paper archive images are 

disturbed by noises. Relevant measures must be taken to 

suppress the noises. For an archive image, a small 

amplification factor is suitable to enhance image details (e.g., 

signature, and seal) in areas with a large gradient; a large 

amplification factor is suitable to smooth the enhanced details 

in areas with a small gradient. To achieve both goals, this 

paper improves the adaptive histogram equalization, and 

improves the digitalization quality of archive images. 

The improvement of the adaptive histogram equalization 

intends to enhance the details of the archive image. Let hab and 

h'ab be the grayscales of image pixels before and after 

equalization, respectively; nab be the mean grayscale of the 

neighborhood centering at pixel hab; Ω(*) be the histogram 

equalization operation based on the sliding window. Then, the 

relevant calculation formula can be expressed as: 
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The Ω(*) operation can adjust the dynamic range of the 

grayscale of image pixels. As a high-pass filter, l(hab- nab) can 

enhance the local details of the archive image. The l value 

should be selected under the following two conditions: (1) If 

hab is outside the detail area of the archive image, l approaches 

zero; (2) otherwise, the l value is large. Thus, the calculation 

formula (6) strikes a balance between local details and global 

grayscale adjustment of the archive image. Let ε2
ab and ε2

m be 

the noise variances in the neighborhood and in the entire image, 

respectively; l' be the scale coefficient. Then, the l value can 

be defined as: 
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The above analysis shows that, when ε2
ab is close to ε2

m, 

there is no detail in the current area of the archive image. In 

this case, l approaches zero, and it only needs to implement 

Ω(*) operation on hab. As ε2
ab gradually surpasses ε2

m, the l 

value is on the rise, calling for special attention to the details 

in the current area. In this way, the l value, which adapts to the 

features of the archive image, is utilized to enhance image 

details, while suppressing noises. 

The noises with an amplitude below the threshold gradient 

are ignored. Let ∇hab be the gradient at pixel (a,b) in the 

archive image; l and k be the detail determination parameter 

and detail amplification parameter in the neighborhood, 

respectively; τ be the threshold gradient. Then, formula (6) can 

be corrected as: 
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The detail amplification parameter k can be characterized 

by a negative correlation with pixel gradient: 
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where, 1 ensures that k is greater than 1, such as to achieve the 

forward amplification of the details of the archive image; δ1 is 

the maximum multiples of contrast; δ2 is the attenuation speed 

of the amplification coefficient with the growing gradient. The 

algorithm flow is detailed as follows: 

(1) Initialize parameters τ, l', δ1 and δ2, and determine the 

size of the neighborhood. 

(2) Compute the adaptive histogram equalization image 

f(a,b) for the original archive image g(a,b), calculate the 

gradient image and its variance ε2
m, and define the enhance 

image d(a,b) as equal to f(a,b). 

(3) For any pixel hab in the original archive image, if τ is 

greater than the absolute gradient at hab in the gradient image, 

terminate the algorithm. 

(4) Compute the variance ε2
ab and mean nab of the 

neighborhood of hab, and then calculate l and k. 

(5) Obtain the value in the detail amplification area ψ: 

ψ=lk(hab-nab). 

(6) If 0≤f(a,b)+ψ≤ 255, then d(a,b)=f(a,b)+ψ. 

(7) If all pixels in the archive image are processed, terminate 

the algorithm. 

 

 

4. TEXT DETECTION OF DIGITAL FILES  

 

Figure 3 illustrates the image processing flow of archive 

image digitalization. In addition to tilt correction and image 

enhancement (both of which are specified in the preceding 

section), text detection is an important aspect for the 

application of image processing and detection technology. 

Since the archive image contains both texts and graphs, it is 

necessary to detect archive images by developing pertinent 

rules for archive image judgement and determination. Like 

English texts, Chinese texts carry inherent printing features. In 

Chinese archive images, the Chinese characters are usually 

displayed in printing form, which ensures the consistency of 

size, color, stroke width, and texture distribution. Therefore, 

this paper adopts the horizontal projection histogram to 

quickly extract and detect the archive image texts being 

digitalized. Following the preset rules for archive image 

judgement and determination, this approach can eliminate the 

areas, where the printed Chinese is clearly not a part of text, 

from the archive image. Let PE and PS be the end index and 

start index of a text row in the horizontal projection image, 

respectively. Then, we have: 

 

20HPH PE PS= − =  (10) 

 

Let INS and IMS be the sizes of the input and processed 

archive images, respectively. To improve the effect of text 

extraction and detection, the input archive image larger than 

700×900 can be configured by: 

 

700 900, 700 900

, 700 900

INS
IMS

INS INS

   
=  

  
 (11) 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Image processing flow of archive image 

digitalization 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Architecture of text detection model for sensitive digital archive images 
Note: BiLSTM is short for bidirectional long short-term memory. 
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To classify the texts of sensitive digital archive images, this 

paper combines the BiLSTM with layered attention 

mechanism into a text detection model for sensitive digital 

archive images. The architecture of the model is given in 

Figure 4. Specifically, the BiLSTM is good at extracting the 

memory features of long-distance texts in archive images, 

while the layered attention mechanism reflects the importance 

of text vectors on different levels in archive images, including 

word-level texts, and sentence-level texts. 

Let fip be the output vector of BiLSTM at time p; Qθ and 

OFθ be the weight and bias of the corresponding character, 

respectively; tanh( ) be the activation function; vθ be the word-

level attention weight; αip be the normalized weight of the i-th 

character at time p; ri be the weighted sum (sentence) obtained 

through the dot product between αip and fip at time p. Then, the 

word-level attention mechanism of the archive image can be 

calculated by:  
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Let fi be the sentence representation computed from Ri via 

the BiLSTM; QR and OFθ be the weight and bias of the 

sentence-level vector, respectively; vr be the sentence-level 

attention weight; αi be the normalized weight; u be the 

weighted sum (archive image) obtained through the dot 

product between fi and αi. Then, the sentence-level attention 

mechanism of the archive image can be calculated by: 
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5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 

 

Our experiments were carried out on two self-designed 

sample libraries of archived newspapers and magazines (N-

Ms). One of the libraries contains Chinese N-Ms and the other, 

English N-Ms. The tile angle of the archive images being 

tested was increased from -90° to 90°, at a step of 2°. The 

sample set contains a total of 1,549 archive images of Chinese 

and English N-Ms, which are horizontally positioned or with 

different tilt angles. 

Figure 5 displays the original and enhanced Chinese N-M 

images. It can be seen that the enhanced archive image was 

sharper than the original image. In the enhanced image, the 

stroke edges of the printed characters were sharp. By contrast, 

those in the original image were relatively ambiguous. The 

proposed image enhancement method effectively enlarged the 

local details in the archive image, and smoothened the curve 

of enhanced details. Compared with the original image, the 

enhanced image had a wide range of grayscale, dark detail 

areas, rich image details, and sparse noises. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Original and enhanced Chinese N-M images 
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Figure 6. Original and enhanced English N-M images 

 

Figure 6 displays the original and enhanced English N-M 

images. After tilt correction and image enhancement, the 

English N-M images were applied to the library document 

archive information system. As can be seen from Figure 6, the 

English N-M images were effectively enhanced by the 

filtering and linear transform of our algorithm. 

To verify its processing effect of archive images, our 

algorithm was compared with the text detection method based 

on edge detection (Algorithm 1), that based on character 

structure features (Algorithm 2), and that based on corner 

detection (Algorithm 3). Table 1 presents the test performance 

indices of different algorithms. Table 2 compares the F-scores 

and time costs of these methods in text detection of Chinese 

and English N-M archives. 

 

Table 1. Test performance indices of different algorithms 

 
Method Precision Recall F1-score 

Algorithm 1 0.74 0.85 0.92 

Algorithm 2 0.93 0.84 0.87 

Algorithm 3 0.86 0.61 0.75 

Our algorithm 0.97 0.94 0.98 

 

Table 2. F-scores and time costs of text detection of Chinese 

and English N-M archives 

 

Method 
Chinese English 

F1 score Time cost F1 score Time cost 

Algorithm 1 0.72 10.95 0.69 13.71 

Algorithm 2 0.84 12.68 0.77 14.56 

Algorithm 3 0.71 10.26 0.68 17.28 

Our algorithm 0.96 0.62 0.91 0.88 

 

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, our algorithm has better 

precision, recall, and F1-score than the other text detection 

methods. The proposed horizontal projection histogram can 

detect and extract Chinese texts from archive images quickly 

and accurately, because it fully considers the features of 

printed Chinese characters. 

Finally, the parameters of our text detection model for 

sensitive digital archive images were configured as follows: 

the activation function of the output layer, softmax function; 

dropout and recurrent dropout, 0.3; batch size, 128; learning 

rate, 0.001; attention dimensionality, 256; maximum number 

of iterations, 100. Word-class texts were constructed with 

Chinese words as the smallest units, and imported to the input 

layer of the model. Figure 7 presents the training effect of our 

text detection model on sensitive digital archive images. It can 

be seen that our text detection model achieved good training 

and verification effects, in terms of detection accuracy and 

iterative loss. 

 

 
(1) 

 
(2) 

 

Figure 7. Training effect of our text detection model on 

sensitive digital archive images 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper mainly examines how to apply image processing 

and identification technology for digital archive information 

management. First of all, the authors summed up the 

difficulties in digitalizing paper archives, and developed a tilt 

correction method for digital archives. After that, the adaptive 

histogram equalization was improved to effectively enhance 

the digitalization quality of archive images. Then, the authors 

demonstrated the image processing flow the digitalization of 

archive images, and adopted the horizontal projection 

histogram to quickly extract and detect the archive image texts 

being digitalized. Through experiments, the authors compared 

the original and enhanced Chinese and English N-M images. 

Compared with the original images, the enhanced images 

contained rich image details, and sparse noises. In addition, the 

performance indices, F1-scores, and time costs of different 

detection algorithms were obtained through Chinese and 

English text detection experiments. The results confirm that 

our algorithm has superior precision, recall, and F1-score in 

text detection. Finally, the authors tested the training effect of 

our text detection model on sensitive digital archive images. It 

was found that our text detection model achieved good training 

and verification effects, in terms of detection accuracy and 

iterative loss. 
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